TEAM ROUND

? □ Out of 10 possible

× □ times 4 points each

= □ Team Round Score (40 points max)

EXPERIMENT ROUND

? □ Out of 10 possible

× □ times 3 points each

= □ Experiment Round Score (30 points max)

= □ Individual Round Score (30 points max)

INDIVIDUAL ROUND

? □ Individual #1 Score Out of 15 possible

? □ Individual #2 Score Out of 15 possible

? □ Individual #3 Score Out of 15 possible

? □ Individual #4 Score Out of 15 possible

Avg. □ Average Individual Score

× □ times 2 points each

= □ Individual Round Score (30 points max)

FINAL SCORE (100 points max)

= □ Tie Breaker #1
Team Round Tie Breakers (out of 2)

= □ Tie Breaker #2
Experiment Round Tie Breakers (out of 2)

= □ Tie Breaker #3
Individual Round Tie Breakers (out of 8)